Extra charges in Bibione Lido del Sole and Bibione Spiaggia
Prices include:
Extra charges:
(to pay on arrival to
Lampo agency)

electricity, gas, warm and cold water, agency commission.
Obligatory booking charges € 52,00
Revenue stamps € 4,00
Tourist tax is not included in the price. € 0,50 per day per adult for maximum 10
st
nights. Children are free until 1,99 years old. Period of validity of the tax from 1 May
th
to 30 September. Unless further modifies made by the authorities.
The apartment must be left in order and clean (free of rubbish, bottles etc. the
saucepans clean and the fridge empty and defrosted) otherwise we will charge you the
cleaning contribution of € 45,00 depending on the condition of the apartment

On request :

The beach service is obligatory. Every place is composed of a beach umbrella, a
sunbed and a deckchair. In our agency you can rent a beach place at the following
special weekly price:
from 20/05/17 to 02/06/17
from 09/09/17 to 24/09/17

€ 44,00

from 03/06/17 to 08/09/17

€ 58,00

Surcharge for 1st - 2nd - 3rd rows and places on the sides. Please ask for details.
Baby cots per day € 4,00
Sheets and pillow cases per person and change € 6,00
Extra bed per day € 5,00
Table child’s chair per day : € 2,00

Deposit:

For Bibione € 100,00 (payable in cash or storing the credit card details as guarantee).
In case of cash deposit and departure outside office hours, the deposit will be returned
with a banktransfer at the cost of € 5,00, only against restitution of the original
“deposit coupon”.
The flats must be tidied up before leaving (i.e. cleared out of rubbish, empty boxes,
bottles etc, the cupboard shelves must be clean, the cutlery and all crockery washed,
the fridge empty and defrosted). As a guarantee against accidental breakings and
damages, and of the commitment of the customer to leave the flat in the same
conditions as found, the deposit must be paid upon arrival when collecting the keys.
The deposit will be returned on the departure day, after the flat has been checked.
The swimming-pools are open from mid-May to mid-September. The management
reserves possible changes: please ask on spot.

